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Tianfengjie also has day and night.

In the blink of an eye, two months have passed.

For the past two months, Omi and Ma Zheng have been walking through the
woods, beheading one after another.

At this point, Omi had already obtained 35 Spirit Orbs!

He directly gave Ma Zheng 10 spirit beads.

After all, in a sense, Ma Zheng also gave Omi some help.

Besides, it was useless for Omi to ask for too many Spirit Orbs.

For Ma Zheng, it was completely different.

He entered the Tianfeng Realm just to find opportunities on the periphery, and
never wanted to enter the core area.
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As a result, in just half a month, he has the qualifications to enter the core area!

For Ma Zheng, it was like a dream.

At the same time, he also had a deeper understanding of Omi’s strength.

No matter whether it was an early-level planet, an intermediate-level, or a
high-level alien beast, Omi slaughtered all of them with one sword. There were
no exceptions at all.

Gradually, Ma Zheng had a guess in his heart…

Perhaps, Omi’s cultivation has reached a stellar level!

Long live the stellar genius below!

Incredible!

…

Omi didn’t care about what Ma Zheng thought.
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He turned his attention to the system.

【Host: Omi】

[Repair: Planetary Level 7 (900,000/2,000,000)]

[Skills: Sword Eighty-One (Ordinary Level), Curse Technique (King Level), Sword
Raising (King Level), Qiankun Sword Art (King Level)]

[Equipment: Starfall Sword (Ordinary Rank), Flame Armor (King Rank), Sky Soul
Orb (King Rank), True Dragon Sword (King Rank)]

[Law: Time (Elementary), Space (Intermediate), Gold (Elementary), Wood
(Elementary), Water (Elementary), Fire (Intermediate), Earth (Elementary)]

【Character Relationships:

Lin Tao: Dad, favorability is 10 stars;

Dai Weixue: Mom, favorability is 10 stars;

Lin Xiaoyao: Sister, favorability is 10 stars;

Xia Xue: Taoist companion, favorability 10 stars;

Xia Bing: Taoist companion, 10 stars in favorability…

Qin Dachuan: Enemy, hatred is 3 stars. 】

Omi felt the surging energy in his body and felt extremely comfortable.

“boom!”

At this time, there was a loud noise in the distance.

Dozens of kilometers away, Qin Dachuan, the man in black robe, and several men
in armor were chased by dozens of powerful alien beasts.

They were in a mess, and their faces were full of panic and tiredness.

“Damn it! Why is there another beast?”

“Why is Tianfeng Realm so dangerous?”

Danger?



right!

It’s dangerous!

Since they entered the Heavenly Wind Realm, they have encountered a steady
stream of alien beasts.

At first, they were a little unimpressed.

Even a little bit happy.

Because, after killing a strange beast, they actually found a spirit bead inside.

If every time you kill a strange beast, you can get a spirit orb, wouldn’t it be
possible to have access to the core area soon?

But, gradually, they don’t think so.

Because the number of alien beasts attacking them is increasing, making them
unable to resist at all and can only flee.

Even, over time, escaping became very reluctant.

As early as ten days ago, there had been casualties.

And the number of alien beasts is still increasing.

It looked like it would not stop until they were completely swallowed up.

“The Tianfeng Realm was never so dangerous in the past!”

“Why does it feel like a curse!”

“Damn!”

Curses are just words they swear at random.

They didn’t take it too seriously.

But they don’t know that this is the truth.

“what!”

A man in armor was accidentally torn to shreds by a giant praying mantis, and
blood was shot.

“No, they are surrounded!”



“Do not!”

Soon, Qin Dachuan and his party were completely engulfed by the monsters,
screaming constantly.

“Labor and management are fighting with you!”

The man in black robe took out a basketball-sized energy crystal.

“boom!”

In an instant, a terrifying energy burst out, and the surrounding trees and stones
instantly turned into nothingness.

Everything… is at peace.

Also at this time.

A clear reminder sounded in Omi’s mind.

【Ding! Your enemy Qin Dachuan died due to the explosion of the energy

crystal. 】

After a while, Omi and Ma Zheng arrived at the explosion site.

A huge pothole appeared in the ground.

Some alien beasts that had been bombed and broken limbs were still crawling
hard in the potholes.

Omi picked up the real dragon sword and danced quickly.

【Ding! Kill the 3-layer alien beasts on the planet and gain 30,000 experience

points. 】

【Ding! Kill 5 layers of alien beasts on the planet and gain 50,000 experience

points. 】

【Ding! Kill the 4th layer alien beasts on the planet and gain 40,000 experience

points. 】

…

Omi easily killed 15 alien beasts and gained a total of 600,000 experience points.



The billowing energy is constantly rippling in the body.

Then, with a wave of his hand, 11 spiritual beads hidden in the body of the beast
appeared in his hand one after another.

Omi felt the growing energy in his body, and then looked at the Spirit Orb in his
hand, a strange look appeared on his face.

So, his enemy helped him earn 600,000 experience points and 11 spirit beads?

That said, it actually makes sense.

After all, it would definitely take a certain amount of time for Omi to find and
kill these alien beasts by himself.

“Jie Jie, boy, give me all the spirit beads! I can spare you!”

Not far away, there was a harsh sound.

Omi and Ma Zheng followed the voice and looked over.

only see…

Five men in white robes emerged from the darkness.

They were staring at Omi and Ma Zheng with a pair of stern eyes.

It looked like a hungry wolf staring at two fat sheep, extremely unscrupulous.

Ma Zheng saw the clothes of the five people, especially when he saw the moon
sign on their arms, his pupils shrank slightly, and he said in horror: “The Five
Cangxings!”

Omi asked, “Do you know them?”

Ma Zheng said in a low voice, “All five Cang Xings are disciples of the Lord of
Cang Xing. Before the long live, all of them have reached the middle-level genius
of the planet! The strength is terrifying, and the shot is very decisive!”

The man standing in the middle grinned and said, “It’s easy to say that you know
us! I hope we don’t waste our time, because time… is life!”

When it came to the word life, he exuded a murderous aura that almost turned
into substance.

Threat means beyond words.



Ma Zheng is only an elementary practitioner of the planet, UU reading www.
Where did .com resist this kind of breath? Involuntarily shivered.

threat?

No matter when Omi was a Chaos Dragon or when he lived on Earth, what he
hated most was threats.

Omi glanced at the five people indifferently, as if looking at five cold corpses.

“Really? I don’t like wasting time either, so just die.”

When the words fell, Omi drew out the real dragon sword.

“hold head high!”

A deafening dragon roar resounded in all directions.

A stern sword light turned into a galloping dragon, passing across the
white-robed man standing in the middle.

“Pfft!”

The sudden change made Cang Xing Wuzun completely unexpected.

They shouted in horror: “Li Kai!”

However, Li Kai, who was cut in half, was obviously unable to respond.

As for Omi’s movements, there was no pause.

He swung his sword again.

“call out!”

Another sword beam shot out, instantly cutting the man on the left into two
pieces.

“Lynn!”

The remaining three were all terrified and angry.

“Boy, you are so brave!”

“Bastard!”

“Let’s join forces to kill him!”



“Kill it!”

The three of them did what they said they did. They took out their weapons,
concentrated their energy, and shot at Omi in unison.

It looked like he was going to throw Omi’s bones to ashes on the spot.

However, sometimes even if you are prepared, even if you are angry in your heart,
even if you use all your strength…it doesn’t work at all.

“call out!”

“call out!”

Omi swung the real dragon sword twice in a row, two dazzling sword beams, like
punishment from heaven, directly engulfing the two men completely.

When the last man saw this, he was directly frightened, and he no longer had any
revenge and resistance.

When he looked at Omi, it was as if he had seen the most terrifying demon in
the world. He was terrified and panicked.

He hurriedly turned around, turned into a streamer and ran away into the
unknown deep forest.

However, in front of absolute strength, escaping is just an extravagant hope.

“Wow!”

Omi swung a sword again.

A very big head, like a football, rolled to the ground.

Blood spilled!

quiet!

The whole place was silent!

Although he said so much, in fact, it only took a few seconds since Omi drew his
sword.

In a few seconds, five planetary-level masters!

The five famous Cang Xing Zuns have just lost their vitality!

“Gollum!”



Ma Zheng couldn’t help swallowing his saliva, his whole heart was horrified to the
extreme.

When Omi faced a planet-level alien beast, he easily killed them all.

And facing the planet-level powerhouse, the same is true!

Previously, Ma Zheng had already guessed that Omi’s cultivation base had
reached the star level.

Now, this conjecture has really been confirmed.

At this time, Omi’s heart was also not calm.

Because, a series of prompts sounded in his mind.

【Ding! Kill the 6th floor cultivator of the planet and gain 60,000 experience

points. 】

【Ding! Kill the 4th-level cultivator of the planet and gain 40,000 experience

points. 】

【Ding! Kill the 5th floor cultivator of the planet and get 50,000 experience

points. 】

【Ding! Kill the 5th floor cultivator of the planet and get 50,000 experience

points. 】

【Ding! Kill the 5th floor cultivator of the planet and get 50,000 experience

points. 】

Killing a cultivator, like an alien beast, can also gain experience points!

Rolling energy poured into my heart.

However, Omi’s mood became a little complicated.

After all, monks are humans.

But killing human beings can increase their cultivation, which is easy to fall into
the devil and go astray.

However, Omi’s eyes quickly became firm again.



People don’t mess with me, I don’t mess with people.

If people follow me, why not kill them? !

Kill the enemy and increase the cultivation base, why not do it?

Then, Omi raised his hand and waved, and a bronze ring flew from the finger of
the first dead man to him.

[Space Ring: Does it cost 100 high-grade spirit stones to open? 】

In fact.

This is also the reason why Omi beheaded the man in the first place.

Because Omi didn’t know if there was something terrifying in the space ring.

“Turn on!”

“Crack!”

“Crack!”

The 100 spirit stones stored in Omi’s inner space shattered instantly, turned
into a stream of light, and disappeared.

“Crack!”

The space ring in front of him made a light sound.

Omi’s thoughts moved slightly, and everything stored in the space ring flew out.

Swords, spears, spears, shields, various weapons, piles of top-quality spirit stones
and crystals, as well as various medicinal pills and 11 spirit beads, all appeared on
the ground.

These things all contain a good atmosphere, and they can all be called treasures.

However, Omi just glanced at it casually and didn’t take it too seriously.

Because Omi has already obtained more precious treasures from the system,
and looking at these things, they naturally appear to be very ordinary.

He raised his hand and shook it, and the golden spear flew into his hand.

“I’ll give you this gun.”



Then, the spear took off in front of Ma Zheng.

Ma Zheng was stunned for a moment, and then excitedly said, “Thank you, Senior
Lin.”

When he touched the spear, he felt the tyrannical aura emanating from it, and
the whole person became even more excited.

“This…this is too precious!”

Ma Zheng is a gun expert, and he knows very well how precious this long spear is.

Omi said, “It’s just a gadget, you can take it.”

Omi absolutely didn’t say nonsense.

Because this long spear is indeed a gadget compared to the real dragon sword
and other king-level weapons.

Seeing Omi say this, Ma Zheng didn’t dare to refuse.

Then, the two set foot on the road ahead again.

…

Two days passed in the blink of an eye.

When Omi and Ma Zheng came to a green forest, a strong fragrance filled the air
like a tide.

“It’s so fragrant.” Ma Zheng couldn’t help but said.

After a while, he set his eyes on a golden tree not far away.

The tree was full of many fruits that looked like circling dragons.

“Dragon Yanguo!”

“Roar!”

A large lion with a height of more than ten meters and a pair of vertical pupils
came out with a grin.

Its sturdy claws took a step forward, and the entire space seemed to collapse.

The terrifying breath is like a giant mountain, rolling down.

“Tap!”



Ma Zheng was so scared that his face turned pale, he couldn’t help but took two
steps back, his body trembled, and he stammered: “This…this kind of
breath…planet high-level…”

“Wow!”

As his voice fell, Omi swung out a sword.

On the neck of the tall giant lion, a ferocious wound appeared immediately, and
the hot blood was sprayed out like spring water.

“thump!”

The giant lion had no resistance at all, and fell to the ground like a mountain,
losing all its life.

“No… as expected of Senior Lin. UU Reading www. .com” Ma Zheng admired in
his heart.

【Ding! Kill the planet 9th-order alien beast and get 90,000 experience points. 】

The next moment, the dragon fruit hanging on the tree and the spirit orb inside
the giant lion all took off in front of Omi.

Omi handed one of the dragon fruits to Ma Zheng, and the rest were put into the
inner space.

Ma Zheng said excitedly, “Senior Xie Lin, thank you!”

Entering the Tianfeng Realm this time, not only did he get 10 Spirit Orbs, he also
had the opportunity to enter the core area, and he also got a high-level spear and
dragon fruit.

An absolute bounty!

Ma Zheng understood that all of this came from Omi.

He already regarded Omi as his noble person, the greatest noble person in this
life!

In the following time, Omi and Ma Zhong did not take the Lingzhu to the east to
enter the core area of   Tianfengjie.

Instead, they continued to kill alien beasts in the outer area.

…



Time is like water, and in the blink of an eye, Omi has been in the Heavenly Wind
Realm for nearly a year.

“Wow!”

A dazzling sword light passed across the sky, instantly slashing a cheetah more
than ten meters high in the distance into two halves.

Then, a tall, handsome figure walked out slowly.

He was Omi.

【Ding! Kill the four-layer alien beast on the planet and gain 40,000 experience

points. 】

Next, he turned his attention to the system.

【Host: Omi】

[Repair: Planetary Level 9 (8.96 million/10 million)]

[Skills: Sword Eighty-One (Ordinary Level), Curse Technique (King Level), Sword
Raising (King Level), Qiankun Sword Art (King Level)]

[Equipment: Starfall Sword (Ordinary Rank), Flame Armor (King Rank), Sky Soul
Orb (King Rank), True Dragon Sword (King Rank)]

[Law: Time (Elementary), Space (Intermediate), Gold (Elementary), Wood
(Elementary), Water (Elementary), Fire (Intermediate), Earth (Elementary)]

【Character Relationships:

Lin Tao: Dad, favorability is 10 stars;

Dai Weixue: Mom, favorability is 10 stars;

Lin Xiaoyao: My sister, the favorability rating is 10 stars;

Xia Xue: Taoist companion, favorability 10 stars;

Xia Bing: Taoist companion, 10 stars in favorability……]

see this…

Omi murmured in his heart, “I haven’t reached the star level yet, it’s slower than
I thought.”



slow?

If others knew about Omi’s situation, they would definitely be dumbfounded.

To know……

Every time a planetary level breaks through a small realm, it takes at least
dozens or hundreds of years.

Omi’s speed is simply incredible!

At this moment, a clear reminder sounded in Omi’s mind again.

【Ding! Obtain the advanced system for 1 year, reward 1 million experience
points, thunderbolt battle axe (king level)*1, thunder eighteen axe (king level)*1,
primary law upgrade gem*1. 】

see this…

Omi’s expression changed slightly.

Advanced system?

Is it an upgraded system?

Have 1 year to get rewards.

In the future, will you be rewarded once a year?

Thinking of this, Omi’s eyes became hot.

No matter the experience value, or weapons, exercises, or upgrade gems.

Obviously, it’s all very good stuff.

Get these treasures every year, why can’t you protect the earth and your family?

“Roar!”

Not far away, there was a beast roar.

Omi didn’t even look at it, just waved his sword.

“call out!”

A ferocious wolf fell to the ground.



【Ding! Kill the 5th layer alien beasts of planetary level and get 50,000

experience points. 】

【Ding! The repair base is upgraded to 1 layer of stars (1/5000). 】

【Ding! Complete the hidden quest, improve the cultivation base to the star level,
get the primary law upgrade gem*1, the protection formation (king level), the
flame spear technique (king level), the soul communication (king level). 】

A surging energy continued to spread from Omi’s body, forming a tyrannical
hurricane around him, blowing the trees and making the fallen leaves fly freely.

At the same time, a complex formation, as well as tyrannical marksmanship and
mysterious soul skills, rippling through his mind.

Ma Zheng next to him felt the tyrannical breath coming from Omi, and couldn’t
help swallowing.

He was secretly shocked, how strong is Senior Lin?

【Ding! Ma Zheng’s favorability for you has been increased to 6 stars. 】

During the past year, Ma Zheng admired Omi endlessly, and his favorability level
continued to increase.

Omi just casually glanced at Ma Zheng and said, “Let’s go ahead and rest for a
while.”

“Okay…Okay.” Ma Zheng said hurriedly.

Omi sat under the big tree and closed his eyes to rest, focusing on the two
primary law gems, the law of time, and the law of gold.

However, the law of time is always in a gray state, and the law of the golden
series is shining.

[Hint: The law of time is a special law, and it can only be upgraded after more
than ten kinds of laws have been upgraded to an intermediate level or above. 】

[Are you using the primary law gems for the Gold Law and the Wood Law? 】

“Yes!”

Two streams of light revolved around Omi for a while, and then submerged into
his body.



Omi immediately felt that he had a deep understanding and closeness to the
gold and wood elements.

Creating metals and trees out of thin air is a no-brainer.

Then, Omi focused on soul communication.

[Soul communication: The magical power that can easily communicate with
people who have seen or been in contact with them across distance and space. 】

see this…

Omi’s eyes lit up immediately.

It’s literally an interstellar phone call!

He hurriedly established soul communication with Lin Tao.

Soon, Lin Tao’s consciousness appeared in a dim space.

He said blankly, “What is this place?”

“Is it a dream?”

Then, Omi also appeared.

“dad!”

Lin Tao murmured, “Could it be that I haven’t seen Xiaofan for too long?”

Omi smiled and said, “Dad, you are not dreaming. This is the ability I just learned.
I can ignore the distance and talk to you directly.”

“Really?” Lin Tao was surprised.

“Yes.” Omi nodded, “Are you all okay on Earth?”

“Okay, okay! We are all fine!” Lin Tao said excitedly.

Obviously, he had already believed Omi’s words.

Then, Omi talked to Lin Tao about some recent events.

Then, he communicated with all relatives and lovers of Dai Weixue, Lin Xiaoyao,
Xia Xue, Xia Bing, Hu Tian,   Han Tian,   Su Ningning and so on.



Although we haven’t been able to see each other yet, after the chat, everyone’s
mood is much more relaxed.

After the soul communication, Omi became more eager to increase his
cultivation.

Because only with enough strength can this beauty be better protected.

So, Omi took Ma Zheng again and started the journey of hunting alien beasts.

In the blink of an eye, 5 years have passed.

In the past five years, Omi has received a system reward every year, or obtained
37 million experience points, as well as Heaven-shattering Palm (king-level),
Heaven-piercing Finger (king-level), Black Jade Whip (king-level), Sky-Breaking
Whip ( King class), Pantian pine (spirit tree) and many other treasures.

In the past five years, Omi didn’t know how many alien beasts he killed~ ~ and
also killed some unsightly enemies, and finally let his cultivation reach the third
stellar level.

On this day, Omi stood on the top of the mountain, overlooking the overlapping
forests below, and said to himself, “There are still four years left, so I will almost
go to the core area to take a look.”

Then, he said to Ma Zheng: “Go, go to the east.”

Ma Zheng’s heart moved slightly and said, “You mean…”

“Go to the core area.” Omi said.

“Yes!” Ma Zheng said excitedly.

Over the years, Ma Zheng has relied on Omi and gained many benefits.

At the same time, he had already deeply realized Omi’s invincibility.

Ma Zheng believed that as long as he entered the core area, Omi would
definitely get more opportunities.

And you can also benefit from it.

Tianfengjie, in the dense woods.

Several figures whispered.

“Didn’t the elders say that many beasts in the Tianfeng Realm have spirit beads in
their bodies? Why haven’t we killed a few?”



“The key is not to kill a few alien beasts, but there are too few alien beasts here,
right? You won’t encounter one in a few months.”

“There are many opportunities in the core area, and we have to find a way to get
in.”

“The strong eat the weak, you should take some special measures! Go to the east
to ambush!”

“Okay!”

…

Similar discussions continued one after another in the outer regions of
Tianfengjie.

As a result, more and more people, even if they did not collect 10 Spirit Orbs,
went east one after another.

…

As a result, Omi and Ma Zheng encountered several waves of robbers on their
way to the core area.

All of them were easily dealt with by Omi, and even Omi robbed all of their
finances.

And when Omi knew the reason for the robbery, his expression became strange.

Of course, these things are just a small episode for him.

A month later, Omi and Ma Zheng came to a huge portal.

Heavy and majestic.

Omi and Ma Zheng took 10 spirit beads in their hands and came to the door.

“Wow!”

10 spirit beads turned into streamers and revolved around the two of them
continuously.

Then, the two passed directly through the middle of the portal.

next moment.

They came to a stone forest.



“boom!”

“boom!”

Not far away, there were loud noises.

“Put down the cosmic sword, I can spare you!” said the short man.

“Not dead? Hahaha! What a joke, it’s up to you?” said the tall, bearded man.

“The treasure knife is mine!” Someone shouted.

“If you’re not afraid of death, just come!” said the bearded man.

Tianfeng Realm only allows cultivators under the age of 10,000 to enter it, and
cosmic treasures have a fatal attraction to them.

There are several figures, one after the other, either chasing or attacking… The
wind howled, and the rocks flew.

After a while, the bearded man rushed in Omi’s direction.

He yelled, “Go away!”

When the words fell, he swung a knife sharply.

A sharp, swift sword beam shot towards Omi.

“laugh!”

Ma Zheng felt numb all over, and an aura of death came to his heart.

Unstoppable!

Omi’s expression was always indifferent, and he raised his eyelids slightly.

Then, he pulled out the True Dragon Sword.

“hold head high!”

A sword was swung out, and the dragon roared.

“Crack!”

The big sword in the bearded man’s hand snapped.

His pupils shrank, and he said in horror, “How is that possible?!”



“laugh!”

Then, like a big sword, his whole body was broken in two, and he fell straight to
the ground, losing all his vitality.

【Ding! Kill cultivators on the 6th floor of the planet and gain 60,000

experience. 】

The few people who were chasing behind the bearded man saw this, their bodies
were all stagnant, and their faces were full of astonishment.

“Another cosmic weapon? No! Maybe the legendary king-level weapon!”

“What a powerful force!”

“Gollum!”

Omi raised his eyelids slightly.

It turned out that a king-level weapon was one level higher than a cosmic-level
weapon.

He didn’t stay in place too much, and strode forward.

The few people in the distance were busy retreating to the side.

Ma Zheng always followed behind Omi. In his eyes, Omi became taller and
more powerful.

…

In the blink of an eye, a year has passed.

There are indeed more opportunities in the core area than in the peripheral area.

Omi got 3 domain master-level weapons and 1 cosmos-level weapon, as well as
several special fruits.

For ordinary people, this is definitely a bumper harvest.

However, Omi was somewhat lacking in interest.

Because, these treasures, compared with the things obtained in the system, are
really not enough to see.

Even Omi began to miss the peripheral area again.



At least, there are many alien beasts in the peripheral area, and you can also gain
experience points after killing them.

Omi did not search around in the core area, but walked all the way, towards the
deepest part.

Not long after, a 100-meter-high stone tablet appeared in the field of vision.

Around the stele, there are many people sitting cross-legged.

The energy circulated around them, filled with a very special breath.

Ma Zheng said excitedly: “It’s the Taoist Monument!”

“Oh?” Omi wondered.

Ma Zhengdao: “This is a stone tablet left by a super strong man. It has his
perception of cultivation and the power of many laws. As long as you practice
around this stone tablet, you can enter a deep state of cultivation, and even,
there are Opportunity to enter the epiphany and keep breaking through!”

Speaking of this, Ma Zheng became extremely excited.

It looked as if he had entered an epiphany, thus breaking through to the realm he
had only dreamed of.

After a pause, Ma Zheng said again: “In addition, there is an unwritten rule on the
Enlightenment Monument that fighting is prohibited, and those who violate it
will attack in groups.”

No wonder he specially reminded.

In fact, what Omi has shown in the past few years is exactly like this.

Without a word, kill the enemy directly.

Cold-blooded and powerful!

However, there are too many practitioners here.

Ma Zheng worried that if this was the case, even Omi might be in danger.

Omi nodded clearly and said, “Okay, let’s find a place to practice.”

“Okay.” Ma Zheng said.

There are indeed many people around the stele, but fortunately, the stele is big
enough and there are still many vacancies.



Omi and Ma Zheng sat cross-legged in the upper left corner, and the whole
person quickly became very ethereal.

When the power of the practice or the law is operated, there seems to be a
guiding force that makes them operate far more efficiently than before.

A look of surprise appeared on Ma Zheng’s face.

He felt that as long as he worked hard here for a few years, it was possible to
break through one or even two small realms.

It is indeed a monument of enlightenment!

Omi frowned.

Although, it has some help in cultivation.

However, help is too limited.

Enlightened?

Epiphany?

Omi quickly thought of the epiphany he obtained after entering the Tianfeng
Realm and completing the system task.

It is also cultivation anyway, so why not use it now.

Just do it.

“Using Heaven and Earth Epiphany!” Omi said silently in his heart.

“laugh!”

Suddenly, there was a very mysterious aura around Omi.

Then, strands of white energy visible to the naked eye appeared in the air.

These white energies seemed to be attracted as they revolved around Omi,
completely wrapping him inside, like a huge silkworm cocoon.

A gust of breeze blew across the entire Dao Enlightenment Monument area,
making everyone feel relaxed and happy.

At the same time, many people stopped cultivating and looked around with
careful and curious eyes.



When they saw Omi wrapped in white energy, everyone’s eyes widened and
they screamed in shock.

“Someone has an epiphany?!”
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